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BORESCOPE NEWS

{First Name},
ViewTech Borescopes concluded 2020 with a 4th quarter, year-over-year, gain
in sales. Two organizations that finalized their calendar year by adding a
ViewTech VJ-3 video borescope to their maintenance and inspection protocols
were a district steam injection company and an oriented strand board
manufacturer.
When the global headquarters for a direct steam injection (DSI) manufacturer
sought a way to visually inspect extremely small internal passages throughout
their hydro heating, steam heating, and industrialized products technology, an
inquiry was placed with ViewTech Borescopes. After a brief conversation with an
inspection borescope expert, it was determined the VJ-3 2.8mm X 1.0m video
borescope would be best suited to access the DSI inspection areas described.
Read More

INDUSTRY NEWS

Time Well Spent: Nine Ways to Use
Aircraft Downtime During the
Pandemic
Downtime doesn't mean lost time. The
Covid-19 pandemic has certainly cut
travel worldwide, but there's still plenty
that operators of business or personal
aircraft can do during this unexpected
downtime. Some of them are must-dos
to keep aircraft and flight crews legal
and ready for a quick return to service.
Other tasks, like upgrades or training,
will help improve future productivity
and on-time performance.
READ MORE

Manufacturing Can Be The Engine of
Global Recovery - Here's How
COVID-19 has given the world a sharp
reminder that manufacturing and
production sectors - and their enabling
supply chain ecosystems - remain the
most real and significant force in the
global economy. Before COVID-19,
many in the developed world believed
that our digital connectivity made us
the global leaders in self-sufficiency after all, what couldn't we order online
from the comfort of our own homes?
However, when simple necessities like
toilet paper and soap disappeared, not
only from our online shopping baskets
but also from our local grocery store
shelves, the world began to realize
how critical resilient supply chains are.
READ MORE

Electric-Truck Maker Rivian Raises
$2.65 Billion Ahead of First Vehicle
Launch
Electric-vehicle startup Rivian
Automotive LLC has raised another
$2.65 billion, bolstering its balance
sheet as it looks for an edge in the
nascent market for electric trucks.
Asset manager T. Rowe Price
Associates Inc. led the round, which
also included Fidelity Investments,
Coatue Management and
Amazon.com Inc., all of whom have

already backed the auto maker.
READ MORE

UPCOMING TRADESHOWS

Automate Forward 2021
March 22-26, 2021
Virtual

HAI HELI Expo
March 22-25, 2021
New Orleans, LA

MRO Americas - Aviation Week 2021
April 27-29, 2021
Orlando, FL

SEE THE VJ-3 IN ACTION
Our most advanced scope yet from the RVI experts
who brought you the VJ and VJ-Advance.
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